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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let k be an infinite field of arbitrary characteristic, and let n, f be 
positive integers. The general inear group G = G&(k) acts naturally on the 
n-dimensional space E of all column n-vectors over k, hence G acts on the 
n/-dimensional space Ef of all tensors of rank $ We identify Ef with the 
f-fold tensor product EC3 . . . @ E (0 means Ok); the action of an element 
g of G on Ef is given by 
g(x, 0 ... @xJ=gx@ ... ogx,, (1.1) 
for all xi, . . . . xr in E. Each element g of G induces a linear transformation 
T’(g) on Ef; the resulting representation 7” : G + End,(E,f) of the group 
G can be extended by linearity to the group algebra kG, and the extended 
map 
T, : kG -+ End,( Ef ) (1.2) 
is a homomorphism of k-algebras. 
DEFINITION. The image of (1.2), that is the subalgebra Tf(kG) of 
End,(Ej), will be called the Schur algebra for k, n, and f, and denoted 
S,(n, f : G), or simply S(G) if explicit mention of k, n, and f is not needed. 
This algebra can also be described as the enveloping algebra of the group 
Tf(G), see [W, p. 791. But there is a natural isomorphism between 
S,(n, f : G) and the algebra introduced by I. Schur in his dissertation [S] 
and denoted S,(n, j) in [G] (see [G, pp. 28,29]), and we may identify 
these two algebras. In particular, we describe in Section 2 the basis {t,} of 
S,(n, f: G) which corresponds to the basis { tV> of S,(n, f) used in [G]. 
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The main result of this paper is a new formula (2.6) for the product of two 
of these basis elements; it is of course equivalent to Schur’s rule [S, p. 20; 
G, p, 221) but seems better adapted to the combinatorics of diagrams, 
I-tableaux, etc. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to some applications of the product 
formula. If H is any subgroup of G, we denote the algebra T,-(kH) by 
S,(n, f : H), or S(H) for short. Clearly S(H) is a subalgebra of S(G). We 
consider two Bore1 subgroups B and B+ of G; B consists of the lower 
triangular matrices in G, and B+ of the upper triangular ones. It is very 
easy to give bases of the algebras S(B) and S( B+ ) (Section 3). We prove 
in Section 4 that S(B) S(B+) = S(G) by a familiar “density” argument. 
Section 4 contains also another proof of this fact, in which the product 
formula (2.6) is used to express an arbitrary basis element tii as element 
of S(B) S(B+ ) (Theorem 4.8). Section 5 contains a stronger version 
(Theorem 5.2) of the formula S(B) S( Bt ) = S(G), from which one can 
deduce one half of the Borel-Weil theorem for G = GL,(k), namely (for 
notation see Sections 2 and 5) 
Indz(k,) = 0 if 1 E n(n, f) is not dominant. (1.3) 
One should say here that Theorem 5.2 is quite easily proved from 
arguments of B. Parshall in [P, Section 41, using standard properties of 
Weyl and “co-Weyl” modules for G. Also (1.3) is very well known from the 
representation theory of reductive (or semisimple) algebraic groups (see 
[St, Theorems 39c, 401). However, our proof of Theorem 5.2 is entirely 
combinatorial and uses no representation theory. A. P. Santana has shown 
in her dissertation [Sal that the properties of S(B), S(B+ ) can be used to 
provide a new and economical treatment of Weyl and co-Weyl modules for 
G = G&(k). 
Finally, it is proved in Section 6 that S(B) and S(B+ ) are “quasi- 
hereditary” in the sense of L. Scott. (An alternative proof of this can be 
given, using [CPS, Theorem 3.61; it is nearly trivial to show that mod S(B) 
and mod S(B+) are “highest weight categories,” in the sense of [CPS, 
PP. 90, 91 I.1 
2. THE PRODUCT FORMULA 
Notation. This is almost the same as that used in [G]: 
k (infinite field) and n, f (positive integers) are fixed throughout. We 
write n, f for the sets { 1, . . . . n}, (1, . . . . f}, respectively. 
Z=Z(n,f)= {i=(i,, . . . . if):i,En for all pef}. 
A=A(n,f)=(A=(;ll ,..., A,):A,EZ, A,,>O(vsn),C,A,=f}. 
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P = P(f)-symmetric group on f. This acts on the right on Z by 
in = (k(l), .‘., L(f) ), for ill, nnP. Pacts on Zxlby (i, j)rr=(in,jn). 
i-j means i and j are in the same P-orbit of I; (i, j ) - (i’, j’) means 
that (i, j) and (i’, j’) are in the same P-orbit of I x I. 
i E /l(n, f) is the weight of i~Z=Z(n,f) if for all vEn, 
A,= #{PEf :i,=v}. 
(Recall that i - j if and only if i, j E Z have the same weight.) 
Let (e, : v E n} be the basis of unit vectors of E. The tensor-space Ef has 
basis {ei = e,, 0 .. . Be;, : in I}. P acts (on the right) on E-’ by “place- 
permutations,” so that ei7c = errr for all i E Z, rr E P. The space End,(E’) has 
the basis {zq j : i, Jo I}, where u~,~ is the linear transformation of Ef whose 
matrix, relative to the basis {e,} of Ef, has 1 in place (i, j) and zeros 
elsewhere. P acts (on the right) on End,(Ef) as follows: let UE End,(Ef) 
and 7c E P, then u”(x) = (u(x~‘)n), for all XE E. We find that uyj= uin,+, 
for all i,jEZand ZEP. 
It is clear that A = End,(Ef) is a P-algebra in the sense of [Gl, p. 1381. 
It is a classical fact (see [W, pp. 98, 1301) that S(G) = T’(kG) is precisely 
the algebra of all P-fixed elements of End,( E-/); in other words, S(G) = 
End,,(Ef). It follows that S(G) has a basis consisting of all elements 
5i,j= c Ui’,,.’ (2.1) 
i'. j' 
where the sum is over all (i’, j’) in the P-orbit of (i, j) in Ix I. It is clear 
that ri, j = th,k if and only if (i, j) - (h, k). So if we want to express our basis 
{ti,j> ofS(G) th t wi ou repetitions, we should take a transversal Q of the set 
of all P-orbits of Z x I; the basis of S(G) is then 
(4i.j: (i,j)EQ). (2.2) 
At this point we may connect S(G) with the algebra Sk(n, f) of [G]. In 
[G, pp. 28, 291 is given an injective k-algebra map I(I: S,(n, f) -+ End,(Ef) 
whose image is precisely End,,(Ef) = S(G). We may use $ to identify 
S,(n, f) with S(G). Notice that $ maps li, Jo S,(n, f) to Si,j~ S(G). 
For any i E Z let Pi = (rr E P: in: = i}, the stabilizer of i. Then Pi,j = P, n P, 
is the stabilizer of the element (i, j) E Ix I. If X is a transversal of the set of 
all cosets P,,jn in P, then we can write the sum (2.1) as 
5&j= 1 uTj= TP,,,,P(Ui,j)3 (2.3) 
nex 
where, for any subgroups H, K of P such that H d K, T,,. denotes the 
“relative trace” map (see [Gl, p. 1391). We shall write T,,, as T(H, K), to 
avoid cumbersome suffixes. 
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Let i, j, h, 1 be elements of I. From (2.3) 
ti,jth,,= T(Pi,j, P)(u,) . T(Ph,,, P)(uh,,). 
The “Mackey formula” [Gl, (4.11)] now gives 
(2.4) 
the sum being over a transversal (6) of the set of all double cosets 
Pi,j 6Ph,, in P. Now ufj = u,,~~, hence u:~u,,~ is zero unless jS = h. So (2.4) 
shows that 
ci,j<h,l=O unless j- h (2.5) 
(cf. [S, p. 20; or G, p. 221). If jw h, there is some I’ E Z such that 
(h, 1) N (j, I’); hence t,,, = cj,,,. So we lose nothing if we assume j= h, and 
we shall make this assumption. It is useful, at this point, to notice that 
Pfj=S-‘P,,S= Pis,js for any i, jEZand BE P. We see as before that ufjuj,, 
is zero unless jS = j, i.e., unless 6 E P,. Thus we may omit from the sum 
(2.4) all terms with S $ P,. If 6 E P, then u~~u~,~= uis,, and Pfl n Pj,[= 
Pi*, j n Pj,[= Pid n Pj n P,. Denoting this last group by Pis,j,,, we find 
T(Pfj n f’j.1, f’)(uf,uj,,) = T(Pia,j,j, P)(u,a,r), and since Pis,j,/G Pia., G f’, the 
last expression equals 
Putting this into (2.4) we get our product formula 
For any i, j, I E Z= Z(n, f) there holds 
where the sum is over a transversal {S} of the set of all double 
cosets Pi3 j dPj,, in Pi. 
Remarks. 1. We shall always assume that 6 = 1 is a member of the 
transversal {S }. 
2. Each integer z = [Pi6,, : Pis,j,,] which appears in (2.6) must be 
interpreted as the element z . 1, of k. Thus if k has finite characteristic p, 
these integers are to be taken modp. 
3. The cia,, appearing in (2.6), need not be distinct elements of S(G). 
It is often useful to express the sum in (2.6) as a sum over the elements 
id which appear in it. The cosets Pi. ja (a E P,) correspond one-to-one with 
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the elements io of the Pj-orbit iPj of i in I. The double cosets P,, j 6Pj,, in 
Pi then correspond one-to-one to the P,rorbits of iPj. So we may rewrite 
(2.6) as 
ti, it,,,= 1 Cph,l : ph. j,ll th,l, 
h 
(2.7) 
where the sum is over a transversal (h} of the Pj,rorbits in the set iPj. This 
transversal will always be chosen so that it contains i (see Remark 1). 
EXAMPLE. Suppose i = j. Then Pi,, = P,, and iPj= {j>. The sum in (2.7) 
consists of the single term [P,,[ : Pj,,,,] cj,, hence tj,jt,,, = lj,[ (of course this 
can be proved very easily from the definitions; see [G, p. 221). 
SOME COMBINATORIAL DEFINITIONS. Formulae (2.6), (2.7) are useful 
only in cases where the relevant P,- and P,,rorbits can be described. The 
following definitions may help in this. 
If R is any subset of f = { 1, . . ..f}. we define the subgroup 
P(R)={x~P:n(p)=p for all PEf\R} of P; we then write i-j(R) to 
mean that i, j are in the same P( R)-orbit of I. Define the R-weight of i E I 
to be the n-vector AR=(Af,...,A:)~A(n, IRI), where for each Van, 
A~=I(peR:ip=v}I.Itisclearthat i-j(R)ifandonlyifAR=pR,where 
AR, pLR are the R-weights of i, j, respectively. 
Stabilizer subgroups such as Pi, P,,,, Ph,j,r are determined by the orbits 
which they make on f, f x f, f x f x f, respectively. For example, the P,-orbits 
on f are 
R,(j)= (pEf:j,=a}, a E n. (2.8) 
These sets (some of which may be empty) form a partition of f, and 
pj= n P(Ra(j)) (internal direct product). (2.9) 
aEn 
If i, h E Z, then i and h belong to the same P,-orbit if and only if i - h(R), 
for all the sets R in (2.8) or, equivalently, if i, h have the same R-weight 
AR, for all R in (2.8). In the same way, P,, has the following orbits on f x f, 
R&j, I)= {pgf: jp=a, l,=b}, a, b E n. (2.10) 
Pj,, is the product of the subgroups P(R,,(j, I)) for all a, bun, and 
elements h, h’ E Z are in the same Pj,rorbit if and only if h - h’(R) for all 
the sets R in (2.10). 
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Finally, the index [P,,, : P,,,,,] appearing in (2.7) can be computed (at 
least in principle!) from the formula 
(2.11) 
where, for each pair a, b E n, ro,b = (R,,b(h, z)l; the Set R,,,(h, I) is the dis- 
joint union of the sets R,,b(h, j, I), d= 1, . . . . n (these being the analogues 
of the sets (2.8) and (2.10)), and we put ra,db = IR,,,(h, j, /)I. 
3. BASES FOR S(B) AND S(B+) 
From the definitions in the last section it follows that, for any g = (g,,“) 
in G, there holds 
T’(g)= c g,,j51,,9 (3.1) 
(f,j)EQ 
where g,,i stands for g:,, j, ... g,,,,. This is seen by calculating the matrices 
on both sides of (3.1), relative to the basis {e,} of E-‘. 
Now replace g by an element b = (b,,) of the group B of all lower 
triangular matrices in G. Since b,,, = 0 whenever p < v, it follows that 
b, j= 0 whenever (i, j) belongs to Q but does not lie in the set 
a= {(i,j)&: i>j}. 
Here, for any i, j E 1, we make the 
DEFINITION. i>jif i,>j,, i,>j, ,..., i,>j,.. 
Remarks. 1. Clearly < is a partial order on I= Z(n, f). We write i < j 
to mean i< j and i# j. 
2. If i 6 j, then in < jrc for any 7c E P. Hence if i < j and li,i = th,,, then 
also h d 1. 
So we have from (3.1) 
(3.2) 
for all b E B. We shall prove that 
{t,,: (i,j)EQ’) (3.3) 
is a basis for S(B) = Tf(kB). From (3.2) it is clear that S(B) is contained 
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in the linear span L of the set (3.3). The set (3.3) is linearly independent, 
so it will be enough to prove that S(B) = L. The argument is standard and 
goes as follows. If S(B) were a proper subspace of L, there would exist 
elements u~,~E k, not all zero, such that 
( 
I, 
zQ ai.ibi,j=o (3.4) 
for all b E B. Take $(n + 1) indeterminates X,, (p, v E n, ~12 v), and 
consider the monomials Xi, j = Xi,, j, . . .X, j,, as (i, j) runs over the set Q’. 
These monomials are distinct, and so they are linearly independent 
elements of the polynomial ring k[X,,, : p, v in, .D > v]. Now (3.4) implies 
that the polynomial a(X) = Cci,jjEOl u,~X, j vanishes when the X,, are 
replaced by any values b,, E k, provided only that b,, . . . b,, # 0. Since k is 
an infinite field, it follows from the “principle of the irrelevance of algebraic 
inequalities” (see, e.g., [C, p. 1401) that a(X) = 0, i.e., u,,~=O for all 
(i, j) E Q’. This contradiction proves that (3.3) is indeed a basis of S(B). An 
entirely similar argument proves that S( B+ ) has basis 
{ti,,: (i,j)EQ”), (3.5) 
where a”= {(i,j)eO: i<j). 
Similar methods can be used to find a basis of S(H), when H is any 
standard parabolic subgroup of G, or when H is the group T of diagonal 
matrices in G, or when H is one of the groups U, U+ of all unipotent 
matrices in 8, B+, respectively. 
4. S(B) S(B+)=S(G) 
The product S(B) S(B+ ) is, by definition, the linear closure of the set of 
all products &, where < E S(B), q E S(B+ ). It is clear that this is also the 
linear closure of the set TJBB’). It is well known (see [St, pp. 62, 631) 
that BB+ = UTU’ is a dense subset of G, in the sense that BB+ is the set 
of all g E G which satisfy d(g) # 0, where d(X) is the following polynomial 
in the ,* indeterminates X,, (p, v en): define 
x,1 ..’ Xl” 
p”(X) = det ... 
I 1 
... 
X”, ... X”” 
for each v in, and then let d(X) = pi(X) p*(X) p*(X). . . p,,(X). 
If S(B) S(B+ ) were a proper subspace of S(G), there would exist 
elements qjek, not all zero, such that &,,jJER u~,~~~,~=O for all ge BB+. 
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Thus the polynomial a(X) = C a,,jXj,j becomes zero, when the X,, are 
replaced by any elements g,, E k SubJect to the condition d(g) # 0. This 
leads to the contradiction a(X) = 0, as in the last section. We have therefore 
proved that S(B) S(B+) = S(G). 
We give next a more direct proof of this fact, by showing how to express 
any basis element <,,, of S(G) as element of S(B) S(B+ ). 
The set Z= Z(n, f) is a lattice under the relation < defined in the last 
section, because for any i, Jo Z there exists a greatest lower bound 
i A j= (min(i,,j,), . . . . min(if,j,)), 
and also a least upper bound, 
i v j= (max(i,, ji), . . . . max(i/, j/)). 
It is clear that ti,, I\ Jo S(B), and 5, h ,,j E S(B + ). So we start our discussion 
by comparing ti,, with the product 5i,i, j4, A j,,. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let i, je Z and write m = i A j. Then 
(4.2) 
where h runs over a set of elements in iP, such that h A j > m, and the Nh 
are non-negative integers. 
Proof: The product rule (2.6) gives 
(4.3) 
where 6 runs over a transversal of the double cosets Pi,, SP,,j in P,. We 
assume that 6 = 1 belongs to this transversal. It will suffice to prove three 
lemmas : 
4.4. LEMMA. [Pi,,: Pi,m,j] = 1, i.e., Pi,j=Pi,,,,. 
4.5. LEMMA. Zf h = i6 for some 6 E P,, then h A j 2 m. 
4.6. LEMMA. Zf h = i6 for some 6 E P,, and if h A j = m, then h = in for 
some 71 E P,,,. 
For suppose these lemmas are proved. By 4.5, we know that i6 A j 2 m 
for each term on the right of (4.3). By 4.6 the only term with i6 A j = m is 
the one for which 6 = 1. And by 4.4, the coefficient for that term is 1. Hence 
(4.3) can be written in the required form (4.2). 
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Proof of 4.4. Since Pi,,,] is contained in Pi, j, it will be enough to prove 
that Pi, j < Pi,,, j. By the remarks at the end of Section 2, it will be enough 
to prove that, for any a, bun, the set R,,(i, j) lies in some set 
R,,b,r(i, j, m). But p E R,,,(i, j) =z. i, = a, j, = b * mp = min(a, b). Hence 
R,,,(i, j) is contained in (and in fact is equal to) R,,h,r(i,j, m), where 
c = min( a, b). 
Proof of 4.5. We have i> m, hence iki 2 md = m. Also j> m. Hence 
id A jam. 
Proof of 4.6. For a, bEn, define Sa,b=Ru,b(m, j)= {p~f:rn~=a, 
j,=b}. Since m<j, So,6= 0 if a>b. We are given ir\ j=m=h A j. 
Suppose that a < b. Then for any PE Su,b we have mp =a, j,,= b, hence 
i,= h,=a. We record this as 
i, = h, for all PE IJ So,b. (1) 
rr<b 
For each a E n we have R,(m) = S,, v S,, + 1 v . . . u S,,. We are given 
that i6 = h for some 6 E P,. By (2.9), 6 permutes the elements in each 
region R,(m). If we take this together with (l), we see that there must 
be some element II E n,, n P(S,.) such that in = h. But rr E P,, j = 
&b P(s,b). This completes the proof of 4.6 and Proposition 4.2. 
It is possible that the term C,, N,[,,, in (4.2) is zero, so that (4.2) reads 
tr,I=iTi,iAjttAj,j' (4.7) 
This happens, for example, if i A j is a maximal element of the set 
{id A j : 6 E P}-Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 show that in that case, 
pm = pi,,pm, ,” so that there is only one term 6 = 1 in (4.3). In general, we 
have 
h 
where each h lies in iP (in fact h E iP,) and h A j > i A j. We then apply 
Proposition 4.1 to each th, j: 
th,,=t 5 h.h A j h A 1.1 - 1 Nh,h’th’,,, 
h’ 
where the N,,,. are integers and each h’ (assuming such terms exist) 
satisfies h’ E hP = iP and h’ A j > h A j > i A j. Since I is finite, any chain i, 
h, h’, h”, . . . formed in this way must be finite, i.e., must end in a term h* 
which satisfies th., = 5h.,h.nJ5h.,, j,,. Putting all this together we have the 
following theorem. 
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4.8. THEOREM. Given i, jE I, there exist elements h E iP and integers Zh 
such that 
ti,j=C 'hth,hA jthr,*,j' 
h 
(4.9) 
Since th,h ,, j E S(B) and 5 h h j, Jo S(B+), this gives as corollary that 
S(B) S(B+) = S(G). 
It is worth mentioning that the construction which leads to (4.8) can be 
carried out in manner which is independent of the characteristic of k, so 
that (4.9) is valid, with the same integers zh, for fields k of all charac- 
teristics. 
5. THE DOMINANT WEIGHT DECOMPOSITION OF S(G) 
Throughout this section we write A for ,4(n, f), and A + for the set 
A + (n, j) of all p E A which are dominant, i.e., which satisfy p1 3 . . . B pn. 
If iEI= Z(n, f) has weight A, let tl. = 5i,i. The t2(A~ A) form a system of 
orthogonal idempotents in S(G), and 1 =Cj,,A rj, (see [G, p. 371). SO the 
theorem of the last section gives 
S(G) = S(B) S(B+) = c S(B) &S(B+). (5.1) 
% E A 
In this section we prove a stronger result, as follows. 
(5.2) THEOREM. S(G)=CpsA+ S(B) <,S(B+). 
Proof: In view of (5.1) it will be enough to prove that 
(*I 
for all AELI. For any AEA we make the 
DEFINITION. ~(2) =C,,. vl,. 
We shall prove (*) by induction on o(A). The induction step, which is the 
only substantial part of the proof, is the following 
(5.3) PROPOSITION. If I E A is not dominant, then there exists an integer 
s > 0, and elements l(O), . . . . A(s) E A, such that 0(1(c)) < o(A), c = 0, . . . . s, and 
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Given (5.3), the proof of (5.2) is a straightforward induction, which we 
leave to the reader. To prove (5.3), assume from now on that ie Z(n, f) is 
given, and that the weight i of i is non-dominant. Then there exist v, z E n 
such that 
v<t and &<A,. (5.4) 
(We could even assume that z = v + 1, but this gives no special advantage.) 
Define the following subsets of f (notation of Section 2): 
S = R,(i), T= R,(i), 
and let s= (S( =,I,, t= ITJ =A,. Take any integer c in the range O<cbs, 
and let C= C(c) be the set consisting of the first c elements of T. We may 
represent these sets on a diagram, the elements of S (in any convenient 
order) forming the top line of the diagram and those of T, the bottom line; 
the elements of C occupy the first c places in this bottom line. In the 
example shown, S = (1,2, 3,4}, T= {5,6, 7, 8, 9, lo}, and c = 3; the set C 
is underlined. 
( 
1 2 3 4 
> 5 fj 2 8 9 10’ 
Each element h E Z(n, f) converts the diagram into a tableau by replacing 
each p E S u T by h,. Of course this tableau does not show the entries h, 
for p E f\ (S u T), but will turn out that all the elements h E Z(n, f) with 
which we deal in this section will satisfy the condition h, = i,, for all 
p E f\ (S u T). Notice that the values h, at these p, lie in n\ {v, r>. 
Define j=j(c)~Z(n,f) by the rule: j, = i, if p $ T\ C, while jp= v if 
p E T\ C. In our example, the tableaux for i and j = j(3) are, respectively, 
i: 
v v v v 
> 
and j: 
v v v v 
TTTTTT TTTVVV 
The next step is to calculate the product (using (2.7)) 
(5.5) 
the sum being over a tranversal (h} of the set of all P,(,.),,-orbits in the set 
iPjcc,. Write j= j(c) from now on. 
Let h E Z(n, f). We saw in Section 2 (see (2.8), (2.9) and subsequent 
remarks) that the necessary and sufficient condition for h to lie in the 
PI-orbit iPj is that h - i(R), for each of the following sets R: 
R,(j) = S u CT\ CL R,(j) = C, 
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and 
&l(j) = R,(i) for aezn\{v, z}. 
This is equivalent to the conditions 
and 
h, = i, for all PEf\(Su(T\C)) (5.6i) 
there should be s values of p E S u (T\ C) with h, = v and 
t-c values p~Su(T\c) with h,=t. (5.6ii) 
Suppose now that h, h’ both lie in iPj. By Section 2 (see (2.10) and, 
subsequent remarks), the condition for h, h’ to lie in the same Pj,i-orbit is 
that h N h’(R) for each of the following sets R: 
R,,U, 4 = S R,,,(j, 4 = C, K,,(j, 4 = T\ C, 
R,,(i i) = R,(i) for aEn\(v, z}. 
All other sets Rb,J j, i) (b, b’ in) are empty. But since both h and h’ satisfy 
(5.6i) and (5.6ii), the condition we require reduces to h -h’(S), namely that 
the number of p E S such that h, = z should be the same as the number of 
p ES such that hb = z. This number, which we denote by m, determines the 
Pj,i-orbit of h. It is clear from (5.6ii) that m can take any value in the range 
(0, 1, . . . . min(s, t-c)}. We take as representative of this P,,,-orbit the 
element h(m) of Z(n, f) whose tableau has z’s in the first m places of S and 
in the first t-m places of T; h(m) has v’s in all other places of S u T, and 
h(m) coincides with i at all places in f\(Su T). Notice that h(m) is inde- 
pendent of c. It is defined for all m in the range 0 <m <s and h(0) = i. In 
our example (j=j(3)) there are four P,,,-orbits in iPI, and these orbits are 
represented by h(O), h(l), h(2), h(3), whose tableaux are 
h(0): 
h(l): (: : : : z y> 
h(2): : : :: : v J h(3): (I : : r v J- 
To calculate the index [P,,i : P,,,i], for h = h(m) and j= j(c), we may 
use (2.11). It is easy to check that each set R,,,(h, i) consists of a single set 
R,,,,(h, j, i), except in the case (a, b) = (z, r). In that case R,,,(h, i) is the 
union of the sets R,,,,,(h, j, i) and R&h, j,.i). These last sets have orders 
c and t-m -c, respectively. It follows that 
Cph,,: Ph ..I. ;I =(yrn)3 
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and (5.5) becomes 
(5.7) 
for c = 0, 1, . . . . s. Notice that the sum in (5.7) covers the range 0 <m <s, 
whereas the relevant P,,,-orbits exist only when 0 dm < min(s, t-c). 
However, if min(s, t -c) #s, i.e., if t - c <s, then (I ,“) is zero for m in the 
range t - c + 1 < m < s, and so (5.7) is valid for all values of c. 
We regard (5.7) as a system of linear equations for the rh(mJ,i (0 < m GS). 








1 . . . 








. . . 
t-s 
( > S 1 
and we leave it to the reader, as a pleasant exercise, to show that 
det M, s = ( - 1) ‘(‘+ ‘)‘*, for any integer t > s. Hence we can solve the system 
of Eqs. (5.7), and in particular there exist integers zo, . . . . z, (independent of 
the characteristic of k) such that 
ti,i= th(O),i= ' 1 zc5i,,(c,5j(c,,i. (5.8) 
C=O 
(5.9) LEMMA. For each c in the range 0 6 c < s we have i > j(c), i.e., 
i2j(c) and i#j(c). ZfA(c) is the weight ofj(c), then a(l(c))<a(l). 
Proof By the definition of j = j(c) we have i, = j, for all p E f\ (r\ C). 
If PET\C, then ip=7>v=jp. Since IT\CI=t-cat-s>O, the first 
statement follows. The second statement is a consequence of the first, 
together with the easily verified fact: 
If m E Z(n, f) has weight p, then G(P) = m, + . . . + my (5.10) 
Lemma (5.9) shows that tj, j(c) E S(B) and [j(c,,i E S(B+ ). Thus 
Ci,j(c,Sj(c),i = <i,j(r,ti(c,Sjcr,,i lies in the set S(B) t,,,,S(B+ 1. Therefore (5.8) 
implies (5.3), and the proof of Theorem 5.2 is complete. 
We sketch the application of Theorem 5.2 to the Borel-Weil theorem. 
Each il E ,4 gives a multiplicative character xi.: B --+ k which maps an ele- 
ment b E B to tfl . . , t?, where t,, . . . . t, are the diagonal coefficients of b, 
taken in the usual order. From (3.2) can be verified that Xl(b) = X,( T/(b)) 
481'131.1-19 
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for all b E B, where X,: S(B) -+ k is the k-algebra map given as follows: 
X,( ti, j) = 0 if i < j or if i = j has a weight different from E,, and X,( CA) = 1. 
We use k, to denote the field k, regarded either as rational B-module affor- 
ding the character xn, or as S(B)-module affording the representation X,. 
It can then be seen that the rational G-module D, = Indz(k,) is equivalent, 
via Tf: kG -+ S(G), to the S(G)-module M, = Hom,&,(,,S(G), k,). If ;( is 
dominant, it is known that the “co-Weyl” module D, is not zero (see, for 
example, [G, p. 641). Suppose now that 1 is not dominant. Theorem 5.2 
shows that, as left S(B)-module, S(G) is generated by elements of the form 
5,x, with PEA+ and XE S(B+). Any element f EM;., being a left 
S(B)-map of S(G) into k,, gives .fti”,,-~1 = t,f(x) = xi(t,) f(x) = 0, 
because p is different from 1. Hence M, = 0, as required. 
6. S(B) AND S(B+) ARE QUASI-HEREDITARY 
We prove in this section that the algebras S(B) and S(B+ ) are both 
quasi-hereditary in the sense of L. Scott (see [CPS], [P] and [DR]). It 
will be enough to do this for S(B+), since B and B+ are conjugate sub- 
groups of G, which implies that the algebra S(B) is isomorphic to S(B+). 
According to [DR, Part 1; or [P, Section 31 it will be enough to exhibit 
a chain of ideals of S( B+ ), 
J,_,=OcJ,cJ,+, c ... cJ+, cJ,=S(B+), 
such that, for each m in the range f < m 6 nf, the ideal J = J,,,/J,,, ~ 1 of the 
algebra A = S(B+ )/J,,- i is a “hereditary ideal,” i.e., that it satisfies the 
three conditions 
(1) J is projective as right A-module, 
(2) J2= J, and 
(3) JNJ= {0}, where N= rad A. 
The integer a(n) = XV,” ~1, takes all values from f to nf; as II ranges 
over ,4(n,f). Define the idempotent u, E S(B+) by u, =&z,G, tl, if 
f < m < nf define ur- i to be zero. 
Let J, = v,S(B+ ). We want to give a basis for J,, and for this purpose 
we extend our notation slightly and write a(i) = ii + . . + ir for any 
ie I(n, f); by the remark (5.10), a(i) is the same as a(n), where I is the 
weight of i. 
6.1. LEMMA. J, has k-basis {ti,j: (i,j)~Q, i<j, a(i)dm}. 
Proof: From (3.5) J, is spanned by the set {urn<,,,: (i,j)eSZ, i<j}. 
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But u~<~,~= ti,j or zero, according as the weight A of i satisfies a(A) < m or 
not. Since a(A) = a(i), the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA. J,,, is a two-sided ideal of S(B+ ). 
Proof. Clearly J, is a right ideal, so we need prove only 
S(B+ ) J, c J,. The set S(B+ ) J, is spanned by elements of the form 
4h,iti,,5 where h < i, i< j, and a(i) <m. By (2.6) or (2.7) we know that 
t,,i<i,, is a linear combination of elements thd,,, where 6ePi. From hgi 
we find h6 < i6 = i, and since i < j, we have h d j. But we have also a(hd) < 
a(i)<m, which shows that <hs,i~J,. Hence [,,i5i,j~ J,, and this proves 
the lemma. 
It is useful to define a grading S(B+ ) = &a0 S( B+ )d of S(B+ ) as 
follows: if i < j and o(j) - a(i) = d, we say that tj, j has degree d; and for 
given d 3 0, we let S(B+ ), be the linear span of all ti, j (i < j) of degree d. 
If ti,,, l,,, (i < j d I) have degrees d, d’, respectively, one finds from (2.6) 
that ti,j<j,/E S(B+)d+d,. Hence S(B+ ) is a graded algebra, which shows 
that M= &,O S(B+ ), is a nilpotent ideal of S(B+ ). But S(B+)/Mg 
W+ 10 = Ci.ncn,fj k . r, is a semisimple algebra (in fact, S(B+ )O = S(T), 
where T is the group of all diagonal matrices in G, see [G, p. 381). Hence 
M=rad S(B+). 
6.3. LEMMA. J, . rad S(B+ ) J, 6 J, _ , , for all m such that f d m < nJ 
Proof. It is clear that rad S(B+) = A4 is spanned by elements ti,, with 
i < j. Then by (6.1) J, . rad S( B+ ) . J, is spanned by products of the form 
th,iti, jt,,l, where h< i<j< I, and o(h) <m, a(j) urn. But i< j implies 
o(i) < o(j), and so we have a(h) d a(i) < o(j) dm; hence o(h)dm- 1, 
which shows that <h,i~ J,p1. Thus 5h,r<i,j5,,,~ Jmpl, and the lemma is 
proved. 
Fix m (f<m<nf), and let A=S(B+)/J,-,, J=J,/J,-,. Since v, is 
idempotent, J, = v,S( B+ ) is a projective right S(B+ )-module, hence J is 
a projective right A-module. Then Ji = J, (again because U; = v,), hence 
J* = J. Finally J. rad A . J= 0, by Lemma 6.3. This completes our proof 
that S( B+ ) is quasi-hereditary. 
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